
DRINKS MENU



SAUVIGNON BLANC, NEPTUNE POINT  
MARLBOROUGH - NEW ZEALAND (2) £20.95
Pure, flavourful, intense and well-structured with aromas and flavours of passion fruit 
and grass.

175ML £5.25 | 250ML £7.25

PINOT GRIGIO DOC DELLA VENEZIE,  
SAN GIORGIO - ITALY (2) £17.95
A very classic Pinot Grigio with notes of nuts, pear, melon and even some banana. 

175ML £4.50 | 250ML £6.25

SAUVIGNON BLANC, LAS MONTANAS - CHILE (2) £15.95
Fruity and refreshing with floral, citrus and green apple flavours balanced by a hint 
of ripe tropical fruit.

175ML £3.95 | 250ML £5.65

CHARDONNAY, EUCA HILL - AUSTRALIA (2) £15.95
Honeysuckle, vanilla and tropical fruit notes on the nose and palate with well-
balanced acidity.

175ML £3.95 | 250ML £5.65

CHENIN BLANC, KLEINDAL - SOUTH AFRICA (3) £17.95
Subtle notes of fruit salad and white stone fruit with a textured, well-rounded palate.

RIOJA BLANCO, SEÑORIAL - SPAIN (2) £19.95
Brilliant, pale straw yellow colour with greenish hues. Fruity, varietal bouquet. Lively, 
fresh mouthfeel with good balance.

CHARDONNAY UNWOODED, BON  
COURAGE ESTATE - SOUTH AFRICA (1) £20.95
Tropical fruit salad aromas and flavours with some pineapple cubes, mango mousse 
and green pea.

WHITE WINE

All wines served by the glass are available in 125ml size



PINOT NOIR, PARLEZ-VOUS - FRANCE (B) £19.95
A lovely light and delicate Pinot Noir from the Loire with cherry fruits in 
abundance.

175ML £4.95 | 250ML £6.95

MERLOT, LAS MONTANAS - CHILE (B) £15.95
Soft and fruity with plenty of succulent berry and damson flavours, and a pleasing 
hint of cinnamon spice.

175ML £3.95 | 250ML £5.65

SHIRAZ, EUCA HILL - AUSTRALIA (C) £ 15.95
Juicy and well balanced with baked black plums, bramble fruit and a soft 
structure.

175ML £3.95 | 250ML £5.65

MALBEC, OLD STATION - ARGENTINA (D) £20.95
Well balanced, rich wine with lush fruit flavours of boysenberry and blackberry, 
along with vibrant acidity. Stays pure and focused, with suave toast, mineral and 
spice notes on the fruit-filled finish.

175ML £5.25 | 250ML £7.25

SHIRAZ, MOUNTBRIDGE RESERVE - AUSTRALIA (C) £19.95
Juicy, soft and enjoyable this is medium bodied with red berry fruit, baked plums 
and nutmeg.

MERLOT, LOMAS CARRERA CHILE (B) £18.95
Easy drinking, soft and juicy with ripe, sweet plums, raspberry, cinnamon spice 
and vanilla.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, KLEINDAL - SOUTH AFRICA (C) £20.95
Medium depth of colour and body with exuberant notes of plums, red cherries 
and damsons.

RIOJA CRIANZA, LOS VINATEROS - SPAIN (C) £22.95
Spicy, warm and rounded with appealing aromas of dill, coconut and succulent 
red fruit and brambles.

RED WINE



PROSECCO SPUMANTE,  
ONE4ONE 20CL BOTTLE - ITALY (3) £6.25
Delicately fruity and harmonious with a fine perlage. Peach, green apple with 
secondary notes of acacia and lilac. Fresh and light on the palate, with balanced 
acidity and a persistent finish.

SPUMANTE ROSATO,  
ONE4ONE 20CL BOTTLE - ITALY (2) £6.25
Bright pink rosé with red reflections and a persistent mousse. Full-bodied with 
gentle red fruity notes of raspberry and cherry. Perfect for any occasion!

PROSECCO SPUMANTE, NUÀ - ITALY (3) £22.95
Light and fresh with attractive aromas and flavours of melon and green apples.  
Well-balanced with fresh acidity and a lively mousse. Simply delicious!

SPUMANTE BRUT ROSÉ, NUÀ - ITALY (2) £22.95
Lightly aromatic with notes of melon, pear and sweet cranberry on the nose and 
palate this is a very refreshing Spumante Rose with well-balanced acidity and 
bubbles.

SPUMANTE BRUT MILLESIMATO,  
CONTE DI CAMPIANO - ITALY (2) £19.95
Fans of delicious fruity fizz, pay attention! Northern Italy isn’t just good for Prosecco. 
Its climate makes it perfect for making a whole host of incredible sparkling wines, 
you’ll taste crisp green apples.

CHAMPAGNE, JULES FERAUD - FRANCE (3) £34.95
Fresh and extremely appealing with notes of caramel, buttered toast, grilled nuts 
and pistachio shells.

CHAMPAGNE, LAURENT-PERRIER LA CUVÉE - FRANCE (1) £55.95
Clear and bright, with a pale golden hue. A steady stream of very fine bubbles. 
Delicate on the nose with aromas of citrus fruits, underpinned by hints of white 
flowers (honeysuckle)

CHAMPAGNE, LAURENT-PERRIER CUVÉE ROSÉ - FRANCE (2) £74.95
Pretty raspberry colour with tiny dancing bubbles. Subtle, forthright, and very fresh 
on the nose suggesting a basketful of small berry fruits and morello and black 
cherries.

SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE



CABERNET FRANC ROSÉ LA LOIRE,  
PARLEZ-VOUS - FRANCE (2) £18.95
Strawberries and cream, berry compote and cinnamon French toast flavours.  
A refreshingly bright and savoury style exceptionally drinkable!!

ZINFANDEL ROSÉ, OUT OF AMERICA - USA (4) £17.95
Flavourful and off-dry with notes of baked summer pudding, lychees, exotic fruit and 
tutti frutti.

175ML £4.50 | 250ML £6.25

MERLOT ROSÉ, LAS MONTANAS - CHILE (2) £15.95
Strawberry in colour with a nose of grapefruit, strawberries, granadilla, guava and 
pepper. Dry and lingering with pomegranate and berry fruits.

175ML £3.95 | 250ML £5.65

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ DOC DELLA VENEZIE,  
SAN GIORGIO - ITALY (2) £18.95
Delicate, dry and fresh, this is light in colour with notes of pear, bubblegum and rosehip.

CAPPUCCINO £2.95

AMERICANO £2.95

LATTE £2.95

FLAT WHITE £2.95

ESPRESSO £2.95

HOT CHOCOLATE £2.95

EVERYDAY BREW TEA £2.75

EARL GREY TEA £2.75

PEPPERMINT TEA £2.75

GREEN TEA £2.75

ENGLISH TEA £2.75

ROSÉ WINE

HOT DRINKS



BUILT IN 1815 AS A WEAVER’S COTTAGE, THE VICTORIA HAS  
COME A LONG WAY SINCE THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON’S DAYS. 

IT WAS APPARENTLY FIRST LICENSED IN 1860 AND RUN BY 
TITUS TURNER AND HIS FAMILY.

www.wildsofoldham.co.uk
Tel: 0161 626 1990
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